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Patio roof

Terrazza Pure
Terrazza Pure is the perfect weather protection solution to bring as much
light as possible to patios in Northern and Central European regions with
less sun and more rain – and all in an elegant cubic design. The new cubic
glass patio roof design is something really special: as the combination of its
cubic shape and glass-covered roof is only offered by a few manufacturers
on the market in a quality that doesn’t come close to weinor’s.
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Highest quality profile: all weinor profiles
are a
 lways cut to size before powder coating.
This ensures optimum corrosion resistance.

New rectangular shape for modern architecture
provides head clearance heights with low wall
bracket too

Side roof supports:
Can be individually fitted
with decorative strips

Innovative roof support design thanks to:
 Decorative strips in trend colours
or the frame colour
 High-quality colour LED strip
 LED strips and decorative strips
can be freely combined

Decorative strips in
5 trend colours

Attractive post design thanks to:
 Decorative strips in trend colours
or the frame colour
 High-quality 400 colour LED strip below
 High-quality 1,600 colour LED strip above
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Terrazza Pure Highlights
Innovative glass support system:
Flush, proven to be stable,
secure and watertight

Reliable drainage with linear
look at the same time

No angles:
Ideal for optional conversion
with glazing elements

06

New cabling concept:
Integrated electronics and
easy to reach cable paths

SUPER LITE side glazing:
Can be integrated extremely
easily into roof supports
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Terrazza Pure Benefits
Modern design in a class of its own
Terrazza Pure is one of the highest quality cubic patio roofs on the
market with straight roof supports and fixed, supported glass
supports for an integrated glass slope. The rectangular design harmonises perfectly with linear architecture, however old the building is.

Innovative glass support system
weinor developed the unique glass support system especially for
Terrazza Pure. The supported glass support system forms a slope
inside the horizontal roof support. This ensures the reliable drainage
of water over the emergency drainage gutter and at the same time
provides the cubic look.

Stable glass – resilient, shatter-proof
and flooded with daylight
Terrazza Pure is designed for high-quality laminated safety glass (LSG):
 Roofing from 10 or 12 mm LSG
 Highly resilient, structurally tested
 Accessible to personnel for maintenance work from a thickness of
10 mm

High-quality colour LED strips
A new lighting concept allows for the fitting of
posts and roof supports with colour LED strips:
 400 mm long in lower post area
 1,600 mm long in upper post area
 On the underside of the roof support
 Integrated cabling ready to plug in

Elegant decorative strips
5 different anodised aluminium decorative strips (silver aluminium,
copper aluminium, brown aluminium, brass aluminium and anthracite
aluminium) can be integrated into posts and roof supports:
 Across the entire length of the posts’ outsides
 On the underside of the centre roof support
 Sideways on the outer roof supports
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Terrazza Pure Benefits – expandable system
Modular system – really easy to expand
Terrazza Pure can be expanded by vertical glass elements to create
the Glasoase®. The components are:
 The w17 easy full glass sliding door
 Fixed glazing without frames, SUPER LITE side element
 The dimensions and shape of the guttering and the posts have
been designed in such a way that glazing elements (GE) can be
mounted without additional profiles
 Clever cabling concepts tailored to the products

Sun protection – glare, privacy and
heat protection
weinor offers conservatory and vertical awnings to complement
Terrazza Pure. They prevent patios and indoor rooms from heating
up and protect against unpleasant glare and furniture and carpets
fading. Vertical sun protection provides privacy protection on the
sides. They are ideally tailored to Terrazza Pure and can also be
retrofitted later on.

High-performance Tempura Quadra
heating system
Tempura, the energy-efficient infrared heating system convinces with
heat output of 1,500 watt in a tiny housing.
 Instant heat: no warm-up time
 Turn as required for targeted warmth
 Operate and dim using BiConnect radio control
 Splash protection
 Comes in 47 standard frame colours plus 9 trend colours in trend
colours with a smart, textured look
 Optional: 150 special RAL colours
 Universal bracket makes it easy to retrofit
 TÜV tested

Under roof awning
The Sottezza II under roof conservatory
awning protects against dazzle and UV
rays. Perfectly matched to the Terrazza
Pure, it is ideally suited for well-ventilated
rooms.

The over roof conservatory awning
A roof-mounted conservatory awning
from the WGM range is the ideal solution
for side elements that are closed for the
most part. It protects against overheating.
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Side awning
The weinor vertical sun protection
systems VertiTex II offer reliable privacy,
glare and sun protection.
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Terrazza Pure Technology
Technology overview
Terrazza Pure

Type A pent roof with integrated rain gutter

Technology
Max. roof width

7,000 mm, single section roof,
symmetrical roof panels

Min. – max. roof depth

1,600 mm – 4,000 mm

Glass slope (up to 2,599 mm roof depth)

3.2°

Glass slope (up to 4,000 mm roof depth)

2.1°

Guttering drainage

 covered

Snow load 750 N/m²



Snow loads up to 5,500 N/m²



Options
Colour LED strips in roof supports



Colour LED strips in 400/1,600 mm posts



Decorative strips in the centre roof supports from below



Decorative strips in the side roof supports facing out



Decorative strips in the posts



Tension rod in the outer roof panels



Preparation for 230 V mains connection in the guttering and wall bracket



Accessories
Underlay sun protection



Overlay sun protection



Vertical sun protection



Vertical glass elements



Tempura/Tempura Quadra heating system



Post
115 post (square)



Guttering
105 guttering



Depending on the design, differing distances between centre lines and the resultant additional roof panels can occur.
Other individual shapes and maximum dimensions possible upon request.
 standard
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 optional

unavailable

Terrazza Pure Technology
Details about weinor Terrazza Pure
Terrazza Pure scope of delivery
All the small parts required to install a Terrazza Pure roof
are supplied as standard. Please also note any possible
different or additional statements in the commercial or
technical confirmation of the order.
Terrazza Pure Planning/Site Measuring
 Accurate site measuring is a basic requirement for the
job to be carried out well. It is the foundation for the
roof’s production and to establish other construction
requirements.
 weinor needs the roof dimension you want. Please make
a note of obstacles like: protruding walls, rainwater
downpipes, etc.
 Remember: the roof must be aligned straight.
 Carefully mark the cutting check and location of the
special features you noted on site.
 Ideally, take digital photos of the installation site. Your
technicians will be grateful for the more detailed information from good photos later on. The weinor staff can
then get a better idea of what the site looks like and
possibly provide you with non-binding details.
 Also measure the current situation on your building site.
This makes it easier to talk about any necessary changes
without measuring the site again.
 Unless otherwise specified, the glazing elements will be
provided in the specified standard version.
 When designing the glazing elements and specifying
glass thicknesses, the relevant statutory regulations
must be observed at all times. weinor plans the glazing
elements according to the lowest wind load (installation
height: 0 – 8 m; dynamic pressure: 500 N/m²) and applies
the specified standard glass thickness to the glazing
elements. If different GE types are being used, this may
result in deviations in the shape and/or colour of the
various handles and glazing beads.
 The owner and customer are ultimately responsible for
the statics design of the roof, glazing elements and
accessories. In this context, the relevant valid statutory
regulations must be observed, in particular Eurocode
DIN EN 1990 and 1991, which define wind and snow loads.
 Powder coating: All weinor patio roof and glazing
element surfaces are always supplied powder-coated.
Caution, deviations in colour: the degree of sheen in the
coating and different powder manufacturers may lead
to deviations in colour occurring. The critical colours are
RAL 9006 and RAL 9007 as well as all metallic (WT)
colours.
 As a rule, production will not commence until after written approval of the order. Orders placed via the E-Shop
are accepted without written approval and forwarded
to Production immediately after the order confirmation
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has been dispatched. No collateral agreements will be
accepted as part of the contract.
 Changes to orders made after an order has been approved are only possible in certain instances depending
on how far along the production stage has advanced
and will therefore incur an additional charge.
Sun protection
 You can either provide sun protection for the Terrazza
Pure roof using a WGM Top or undermounted Sottezza
II conservatory awning.
 The weinor VertiTex II can provide sun protection for
the front and sides. This also provides glare and privacy
protection.
Installation
 Check the structural conditions: foundation, floor panel,
cutting check, masonry
 Check the drawing according to Engineering
 Preparatory work:
-C
 heck the roof and accessories scope of delivery with
parts list/drawing from the confirmation of the order
-U
 npack the scope of delivery
-C
 heck it for damage
-S
 tart installation
-T
 he enclosed assembly instructions must be observed
for assembly.
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Recommended installation material (not in scope of
delivery)
 Approved fixings must be used to fix the roof to the wall
and ground, which can bear the acting loads
 Fixings for glazing elements
 Glazing blocks, silicone, sealing glue, Kompri-Band,
films, filler cord, insulation material, PU foam
 Weather protection angle bracket above the wall bracket
 Spacers for shimming glazing elements onto the floor
In case of complaints
If something appears to have not been carried out to your
satisfaction:
 Take a photo of the package concerned (if possible, a
digital photo).
 Make a detailed note of the causes, e.g. the actual
dimensions of the supplied package. Our technicians
can then compare the dimension with the target dimension to quickly establish the causes.
 Make a detailed note of the target dimension you would
have expected. Our technicians can often draw important conclusions from this and give you more tips
 Please immediately contact the weinor office.
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Terrazza Pure Technology
Innovative glass support system

Glass support system from weinor
weinor developed the unique glass support system especially for
Terrazza Pure. The supported glass support system forms a slope inside
the straight roof support. This ensures the reliable drainage of water
over the emergency drainage gutter and at the same time provides the
cubic look.

The glass support profiles are
continuously supported flush in a
groove over the entire length of
the roof support. This produces
maximum resilience that can also
be calculated structurally.
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Terrazza Pure Technology
Innovative glass support system
Glass slope
For the glass slope in a straight roof support the glass support profile
is mounted with a fixed pitch depending on the roof pitch.

The glass support on the wall bracket varies due to the permanently
fixed glass pitch. The glass is lower
with a low roof depth. The glass is
higher with a large roof depth.
The bar for the glass support is predrilled and bolted to fit the wall
bracket when the roof is mounted.
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Terrazza Pure Technology
Standard version
Side roof support
The side roof supports are fitted
with decorative strips in the system
colour as standard.

Centre roof support
The centre roof supports are
supplied without decorative strips
or colour LED strips from below as
standard and are designed as closed
roof supports.

Posts
The Terrazza Pure posts are designed with a continuous post faceplate
as standard.

Outside post

386

Centre post / wall

06

Terrazza Pure Technology
Decorative strips
Side roof support
The side roof supports can be fitted
with decorative strips on the outside as an option. Coloured decorative strips are always fitted in both
side roof supports. Exception: there
is a continuous wall on the side.

Centre roof support, underside
The centre roof supports can be
fi
 tted with decorative strips from
underneath as an option. Coloured
decorative strips can be chosen
individually for each of the centre
roof supports.

Posts
The posts can be fitted with coloured decorative strips outside in pairs as
an option. Middle/wall posts cannot be designed with decorative strips.

Outside post
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Terrazza Pure Technology
Terrazza Pure – exclusive decorative strips

With the 5 decorative strips (silver aluminium, copper aluminium,
brown aluminium, brass aluminium and anthracite aluminium) you can
offer your customers a personalised solution . The anodised a
 luminium
material gives your Terrazza Pure an elegant look.
The decorative strips can be integrated:
 Across the entire length of the posts’ outsides
 On the underside of the centre roof support
 Sideways on the outer roof supports

06

Silver aluminium

Copper aluminium

Brown aluminium

Brass aluminium

Anthracite aluminium

Just one decorative colour can be chosen depending on the roof,
it is not possible to combine colours
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Terrazza Pure Technology
Colour LED strip lighting
Centre roof support
The centre roof supports can be
fitted with high-quality colour LED
strips outside as an option. The colour decorative strips can be chosen
individually for each of the centre
roof supports. The length is based
on the roof depth. Lighting is not
possible in side roof supports.

320

Colour LED strip

Posts
The posts can be fitted with
high-quality colour LED strips outside as an option. They are always
fitted outside in both posts.

320

Colour LED strip
1,600 mm at top

Outside posts

Note:
If a middle/wall post has to be used (e.g. with a lateral wall) or
outside posts are indented, they do not have lighting. The colour
LED strips are always the same length for both posts. Drainage
through the post always has to be out of the post underneath
the lighting. The colour LED strip has to be at least 300 mm
above the drainage or water level. The guttering height must be
stated with the order (PA dimension).

Colour LED strip
400 mm below

Min.
300 mm
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Terrazza Pure Technology
Controls for colour LED strips

BiRec RGB radio control with 48 V power supply pack integrated in wall bracket

Controls
The required electronics and controls are located in the wall bracket.
They are installed using Plug&Play, the ready to plug in cabling is
already fitted in the roof. It is only possible to control the colour LED
strips using the weinor BiConnect and BiEasy 15M Go! hand
transmitters.

The BiConnect controls for colour LED strips are available
in 2 versions.
Lighting in

Controls

Output

Circuit

Centre roof support

BiRec RGB 48 V with 48 V
power supply pack

max. for 8 roof
supports with lighting

all roof supports
synchronous

400/1,600 post

BiRec RGB

max. 2 posts with
lighting

both posts
synchronous

Wall bracket with plenty of space for electronics and cabling with faceplate. Quick access to the electrical installation is possible at
any time thanks to the removable faceplate.
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All roof supports are controlled together (colour/brightness).
Both posts are controlled together (colour/brightness).

Note:
If the roof support/post lighting is operated at the
same time using one dispatcher channel, this may lead
to unsynchronised actions (power-on/colour adjustment/dimming) for technical reasons.
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BiEasy 15M Go! Hand transmitter
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Terrazza Pure Technology
Cabling concept
LED connector
For integrated color LED lighting, the cabling is integrated in the components – weatherproof, protected from sight and optimally prepared at the
factory. This guarantees a pleasing appearance and a safe installation.
Here are the details of the controls and connectors shown.

Connection option Connection points

Version

LED in roof support

preassembled cable harness behind the WAP
faceplate

plug connector pre-assembled at factory and
routed in the profiles

LED in post

preassembled cable harness behind the WAP faceplate, through the side roof support into the post

plug connector pre-assembled at factory and
routed in the profiles

230 V

A

B

C

Selectively
left side roof
connection

230 V
Selectively
right side roof
connection

LED

D

LED

A Cabling LED at the outer roof support

D Cabling LED at the roof support and post

392

 LEDcabling

B Cabling LED at the middle roof support

LED

C Wall connection with transformer

and pre-assembled plug-in controls for
LED color strips

Terrazza Pure Technology
Cabling concept
Preparations for the mains connection of optional electricity
consumers on the guttering and wall bracket
The power supply for optional electric components (e.g. a Tempura Quadra)
is supplied on site using the E-Box in the in the guttering or on the wall
bracket. The connecting lead is simply routed through the side roof support
when mounting the roof.
Connection option

Connection points

Version

I.	Preparation for
mains connection 2

centre of guttering, one electricals box
center of wall bracket, behind the WAP
faceplate

Per connection a 3 x 1,5 mm2 rubberline with
Hirschmann coupling, cabling routing during roof
installatione

II.	Preparation for
mains connection 4

guttering divided into three wall bracket
divided into three

Per connection a 3 x 1,5 mm2 rubberline with
Hirschmann coupling, cabling routing during roof
installation

E

230 V
Selectively
left side roof
connection

II.

I.

230 V
Selectively
right side roof
connection

II.

F

G

II.

I.

06

H

II.

 Preparation for
mains connection

E Main connection 230V either on the left
or right (on the example on the right)

F Preparation for mains connection on

wall bracket e.g. for Tempura Quadra

G Preparation for mains connection

with E-box in the guttering e.g. for
Tempura Quadra

H Side roof support opend for easy cable
laying up to the gutter
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394

165

115

Figures are in mm

Terrazza Pure depth
228
Top edge of wall bracket
from top of floor

74

60

95

115

Bottom edge of wall
bracket from top of
floor

Bottom edge of
guttering from top
of floor

60

Bottom edge of wall
bracket from top of
floor

95

115

158

165

Bottom edge of
guttering from top
of floor

320

Glass slope 2.1°
158

228
Top edge of wall bracket
from top of floor

74

320

G la s s sl o p e 3. 2 °

Terrazza Pure Planning
Cross-sections and dimensions

Terrazza Pure (roof depth 1,600 mm to 2,599 mm)

115

Terrazza Pure (roof depth 2,600 mm to 4,000 mm)

Terrazza Pure Planning
Cross-sections and dimensions
Roof support profiles
40

53

205

205

40

Wedge seal
7-10 mm
(113176)

Wedge seal
7-10 mm
(113176)

Laminated safety
glass
10 mm on site

Laminated safety
glass
12 mm on site

54
100

83
Side roof support (left/right)

Glazing rubber
9 mm
(109393)

Standard centre roof support
40

40

205

205

06

54

54

100

100

Centre roof support with decorative strip
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Centre roof support with colour LED strip
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Terrazza Pure Planning
Cross-sections and dimensions
Roof support profiles with optional 140 mm steel reinforcement bar
40

53

205

205

40

Wedge seal
7-10 mm
(113176)

Wedge seal
7-10 mm
(113176)

Laminated
safety glass
10 mm on site

Laminated
safety glass
12 mm on site

54
83

100

Side roof support (left/right)

Standard centre roof support
40

205

205

40

54

54

100

100

Centre roof support with decorative strip

396

Centre roof support with colour LED strip

Glazing rubber
9 mm
(109393)

Terrazza Pure Planning
Cross-sections and dimensions

105

162

320

Guttering and wall bracket profiles

Guttering with optional 140 mm
steel reinforcement bar
165

Wedge seals for glass mounting 10 mm
wall connection laminated safety glass

Stop seal
6 x 7 mm
(118344)
Wall bracket
glass retainer
profile

Wedge seal
3 - 4 mm
(100116)
Glazing rubber
3 mm
(100108)

Stop seal
6 x 7 mm
(118344)

97

42
12

20

120

Wedge seals for glass mounting 12 mm
wall connection laminated safety glass

228

18
214
220

Glazing rubber
3 mm
(100108)

Wall bracket

74
Wall bracket
fixing position

Wedge seal
4 - 7 mm
(100114)

06

29
Wall bracket
glass retainer
profile
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Terrazza Pure Planning
Cross-sections and dimensions
Free-standing (standard)
Order width
33

Distance between centre lines

Distance between centre lines

115

33

115

Gutter and post position, free-standing

115

57,5

Distance between centre lines for posts
Terrazza Pure width

398

115

115

57,5

57,5

115

115

Distance between centre Distance between centre
lines for posts
lines for posts
Terrazza Pure width

57,5

Terrazza Pure Planning
Cross-sections and dimensions
Lateral wall connection – continuous 5 mm or 100 mm (option)
38 Distance between centre lines

Distance between centre lines

133

33
33
5
Terrazza Pure width

Terrazza Pure width

100

06

115

115

Gutter and post position on a
lateral wall – wall offset 5 mm

Gutter and post position on a
lateral wall – wall offset 100 mm
115

115

12

57,5
Terrazza Pure width

107
Optional

57,5
Terrazza Pure width

The appearance and technology of the side roof support can change with a
partial wall connection. Please ask for availability.
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Terrazza Pure Planning
Drainage and posts
Invisibly integrated downspout
Rainwater is discretely and systematically drained away through the
integrated water drain. The downspout is invisibly integrated into one of
the posts. The drain can also be fed through a post plate, if used.

Outside 115 post

115 centre/wall post
115

Post corner water outlet

400

115

115

115

Overflow

Variable height
water outlet

Water outlet
at front

Water outlet
at bottom

Terrazza Pure Planning
Variable post positions
Terrazza Pure with outside posts

The maximum spacing between the posts can
be increased via steel inserts in the guttering.
Caution: this may increase the weight of the
rain gutter. As snow loads increase, the maximum post spacings reduce accordingly.

Terrazza Pure with indented posts
If the outer posts are indented, the centre post
can be omitted for certain roof dimensions.
Additional steel reinforcement bars in the guttering or the crossbeam also permit the number of
posts and spacings to be changed.
Flexible reactions to structural situations that call
for the variable positioning of the posts are also
possible.

06

Maximal indent dimension of the posts

Posts on guttering

Width at back

Outside guttering
cover cap

Indented posts

Left

Right

Drainage
outlet

max. 1000
Max. 20%

Min. 70% roof width
Both posts indented
Only 1 post indented

max. 1000

Inside guttering
cover cap with seal
Guttering

View from below
115 post
Connection
plate
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Terrazza Pure Planning
Post fixation
Post plate to fix to the foundation
116

6

29.5

49.5

ø1

196

115
145.5
196

116

196
145.5
115

6

ø1

10

10

70
106

Post plate for 115 outside post

Post plate for 115 middle/wall post

Post plate cover caps and cover for attachment screws

85

201

201

201

26

26

116

Aluminium base
146

146

196

6

ø1

6

ø1

Aluminium base for 115 outside post
(necessary from 3,000 mm)

402

310

196

Terrazza Pure Planning
Post fixation
Aluminium plug-in unit profile
The optional plug-in unit profile for the outside post increases stability
with post lengths longer than 2,600 mm.

Post installation

Top edge of finished floor

06
Post fixation on concrete floor slabs or
foundations

Bucket foundation

Screw foundation system

Distance
between
centre lines
of foundation
Terrazza Pure
depth

Foundation plan

58

115

700

115

58
Distance between centre lines of foundation
700
Terrazza Pure width
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Note:
The specified foundation sizes are guide values
and may differ depending on the quality of the
ground on site.
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Terrazza Pure Planning
Frame widener under roof support
Frame widener under side roof
support
A frame widener is used under the
side roof supports for the sideways
installation of glazing elements or
a VertiTex II so that the glazing
elements can be positioned ideally.
The frame widener under the roof
support forms a harmonious unit in
combination with glazing elements
or the VertiTex II.
There are two versions here:
1. Ordered at the same time as
the Terrazza Pure.
2. A s retrofit version or with lateral
wall connection

Up to wall connection profile

320

205

Frame widener 163 x 50 mm
under roof support ordered with
Terrazza Pure

115

163

Up to house wall

UKD

Up to wall connection profile

320

205

Frame widener 115 x 50 mm
under roof support ordered with
Terrazza Pure

115

Up to house wall

UKD
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Terrazza Pure Planning
Tension rod
Roof tension rod
A tension rod is necessary in the outer roof panels for sufficient
stability with high wind loads. A tension rod can also be designed for
all roof panels, on request, for example for visual reasons. The tension
rod can also be mounted over the glazing.

Use of tension rod
Terrazza Pure versions

Roof depth

Tension rod

Open

up to 4,000 mm

not necessary

Doubling under side roof support

from 3,501 mm

necessary

Side glazing element

from 3,001 mm

necessary

Tension rod is screwed on when roof is
mounted

06
Roof support with ready-mounted tension rod

Invisible bolting thanks to cover

36
20

30

74
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Terrazza Pure Sun protection
Vertical sun protection
VertiTex II
The weinor VertiTex II vertical sun protection offers perfect privacy and
glare protection. In a fabric from the screens by weinor® collection, it
protects against wind and allows the outside to be seen from the inside
(transparent from dark to bright). Available in the following versions:
 VertiTex II rope or guide rails
 VertiTex II Zip
VertiTex II details:
 One piece suitable for large widths up to 600 cm
 Standard installation bottom of bracket = bottom of gutter

VertiTex II Rail/Zip on Terrazza Pure
Terrazza Pure width
VertiTex II width

2

VertiTex II Rail/Zip/Rope on frame
widener under side roof support
(standard)

VertiTex II system height

75
34

92

112

Additional information can be found
in the VertiTex II vertical sun protection system technical folder.

Bottom of doubling/
guttering = bottom of
VertiTex II cassette

406

112
Bottom of guttering
= bottom of bracket

40

34

92

58

75

58

Terrazza Pure Sun protection
Vertical sun protection
VertiTex II Rope on Terrazza Pure
Terrazza Pure width

Bottom of guttering = bottom
of bracket

34

Standard 38 x 20 x 32 mm rope holder on
Terrazza 115 post

06

40

38

5

15

17

22

10

Fabric width = VertiTex II width - 104 mm ± 6 mm manufacturing tolerance

112

70

92

VertiTex II width

75

70

40

38

5

15

20

19

10

115 post with 38 x 20 x 32 mm rope holder (is used with the “outside rope guide” version)
Caution: Only possible with rope guide next to the fabric

115 post with 38 x 20 x 20 mm rope holder (is used with the “indented rope” version)
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Terrazza Pure Sun protection
Vertical sun protection

3

10

VertiTex II 112 Rail/Zip

55

60x50 rectangular profile
60x20 rectangular profile

2

Terrazza Pure depth

60x40 rectangular profile

VertiTex II Rail width

w17 easy
- 2-track
- 3-track
- 4-track

115

58

115

115

58

57

2

115

58

55

2

55

VertiTex II Rail width

1

1

58

55
VertiTex II Rail width

Terrazza Pure width

Terrazza Pure depth

Terrazza Pure depth

50

VertiTex II Rail width

2

55

60

3

10

VertiTex II Rail/Zip multi-section unit in front

115
115

58

115

115

57

58

2

115

7

58

55

2
VertiTex II Rail width
Terrazza Pure width

VertiTex II Rail/Zip all round

55

55

1
58

5

68

2
VertiTex II Rail width
Terrazza Pure width

58

VertiTex II Rail/Zip in front with lateral wall
Note: the guide rails end over the drain pipe as standard
(note the PA dimensions)
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Terrazza Pure Sun protection
Vertical sun protection

50

20

10

VertiTex II 112 Rope

115

115

32

115

115

70
20
58 13

58

32

58
70

32

VertiTex II Rope width

50

20

20

20
25

VertiTex II Rope width

25
VertiTex II Rope width

70

Terrazza Pure width

10

VertiTex II Rope multi-section unit in front

Terrazza Pure depth

VertiTex II Rope width

50

32

Terrazza Pure depth

50

20

06

115

115

115

115

115

58

7

32

70

13

58

20

115

70

20

70
VertiTex II Rope width
Terrazza Pure width

VertiTex II Rope all round

20
5

77

VertiTex II Rope width

70

Terrazza Pure width
VertiTex II Rope in front with lateral wall
Note: the rope guides end over the drain pipe as standard
(note the PA dimensions)
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Terrazza Pure Sun protection
Underlay sun protection
Sottezza II – undermounted glare protection
Sottezza II is the ideal undermounted sun protection for the weinor
Terrazza Pure patio roof and for the Glasoase®, if there is enough air
circulation. On sunny days, it offers pleasant dazzle and sun protection.

Sottezza II with up to 70 mm glazing elements on a free-standing Terrazza Pure
1-panel unit

2-panel unit or two 1-panel units

Terrazza Pure width

Terrazza Pure width

10

Base plate

73

6

73

Sottezza II width

46 mm mounting plate for max. 70 mm wide GE

Sottezza II width
Sottezza II total width

73

73

Sottezza II with up to 90 mm glazing elements on a free-standing Terrazza Pure
1-panel unit

2-panel unit or two 1-panel units

Terrazza Pure width

Terrazza Pure width

10

Base plate

GE construction
depth =
90
93

3

3
Sottezza II width

GE construction
depth =
90
93

66 mounting plate for max. 90 mm wide GE

410

GE construction
depth =
90
93

3

Sottezza II width

6

Sottezza II width

Sottezza II total width

3

GE construction
depth =
90
93

Terrazza Pure Sun protection
Undermounted sun protection

22.5*

Side view of Terrazza Pure with Sottezza II

20
20

Sottezza II projection

70
* (with multi-section
units 33.5)

Terrazza Pure depth

The sun protection runs below the roof support. Sottezza II can be
mounted very tight under the roof supports thanks to the colour LED strips
integrated in the roof supports.

Sottezza II installation under Terrazza Pure
Sottezza II mounting plate indented 70 mm

06
46 mounting plate

46 mounting plate with base plate

Sottezza II mounting plate indented 90 mm
Undermounted installation on a Terrazza
Pure patio roof

The Sottezza II mounting bracket allows for fast and secure installation.
The brackets grip flush to the underneath of the roof supports, plus no
drilling or screwing into the roof
supports is required anymore. Also
ideal for retrofitting a Sottezza II.

66 mounting plate

66 mounting plate with base plate

Sottezza II mounting plate for multi-section units, in centre

Mounting of the Sottezza II in
combination with Terrazza Pure
with 0° pitch possible.
Mounting plate for multi-section units
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Terrazza Pure Sun protection
Surrounding shadowing
WGM Top – over roof heat protection
Over roof conservatory awnings from weinor protect the
Terrazza patio roof or the Glasoase® from excessive heat build-up.

WGM Top on Terrazza Pure

WGM Top distance
between centre lines

2

30.5

30.5

2

2

WGM Top cassette width
WGM Top distance
between centre lines

2

Terrazza Pure width

approx.
185 - 230 mm

approx.
140 -185 mm

WGM Top projection

approx.
230 - 275 mm

Terrazza Pure width

210

min. 3°

50 - 800 mm

30.5

WGM Top distance
between centre lines

100

100

min.
40

HK

WGM Top cassette width

30.5

100

Fixing spacing

Fixing spacing

350

Depth from guttering to wall bracket
50

Terrazza Pure depth

WGM Top 0° installation on Terrazza Pure
WGM Top projection
210

0°

HK

ca.
140

50 - 800 mm

min. 40

100
50 - 800 mm

100

100

Fixing spacing

Fixing spacing

Depth from guttering to wall bracket
50

412

Terrazza Pure depth

390

Terrazza Pure Sun protection
Surrounding shadowing
WGM Top guide rails overhang
WGM Top with overhang

Terrazza Pure depth

approx. 140 - 185 mm

50

WGM Top projection

50 - 800 mm

WGM Top projection

50
Terrazza Pure depth
WGM Top projection
50 - 800 mm

approx. 140

approx. 140

WGM Top projection

50

approx. 140 - 185 mm

Standard without overhang

50

Terrazza Pure depth

Terrazza Pure depth

Determining the projection of the conservatory awning
Terrazza Pure roof depth (mm)

1600

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

WGM Top 3° pitch
guide rails flush with guttering (standard)

1680

2080

2580

3080

3580

4080

WGM Top 0° pitch
guide rails flush with guttering (standard)

1675

2075

2575

3075

3575

4075

06

Note: The installation of the WGM Top is recommended with a minimum pitch of 3°. A flat installation
at 0° increases the chance of dirt gathering on the front fabric edge. Please always take into account the
risk of a rapid formation of “pooling” when left out in rain with the OptiStretch version.

Minimum height of WGM Top over Terrazza Pure
Terrazza Pure roof depth (mm)
WGM Top 3° pitch – box height (HK)

1600

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

300

330

350

370

390

400

WGM Top installation on Terrazza Pure
WGM Top mounting plate
A support bracket preparation is
optionally available for conservatory
awnings – perfectly matched, as
from one system.
WGM Top mounting plate
Installation on a
Terrazza patio roof
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Terrazza Pure Glasoase®

414

Terrazza Pure Glasoase®
w50-c fixed glazing and SUPER LITE for Terrazza Pure
Terrazza Pure with
w50-c SUPER LITE

Side roof support with
SUPER LITE with 35 mm frame

Side roof support with
SUPER LITE with 105 mm frame

Terrazza Pure width

50 x 50
rectangular profile

GE width

6 / 8 / 10 / 12

06
115

SUPER LITE
w50-c

35

50 x 50
rectangular profile SUPER LITE w50-c

50

6 / 8 / 10 / 12

115

Terrazza Pure depth

50

10

50

115
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Terrazza Pure Glasoase®
w50-c SUPER LITE fixed glazing
Side roof support with 163 x 50 mm frame
widener (standard) and
w50-c SUPER LITE 35 fixed glazing

Side roof support with 163 x 50 mm frame
widener (standard) and
w50-c SUPER LITE 105 fixed glazing

6 / 8 / 10 / 12 / 24

35

115

6 / 8 / 10 / 12 / 24

416

The appearance and technology of the side roof
support can change with
a partial wall connection.
Please ask for availability

Terrazza Pure Glasoase®
w50-c SUPER LITE fixed glazing
Side roof support with 115 x 50 mm frame
widener (for retrofitting) and
w50-c SUPER LITE 35 fixed glazing

Side roof support with 115 x 50 mm
frame widener (for retrofitting) and
w50-c SUPER LITE 105 fixed glazing

06

6 / 8 / 10 / 12 / 24

35

115

6 / 8 / 10 / 12 / 24
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The appearance and technology of the side roof
support can change with
a partial wall connection.
Please ask for availability

417

115

115

115

Terrazza Pure width
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w17 easy 2-track

50 x 90 rectanw17 easy 4-track
gular profile

50 x 70 rectanw17 easy 3-track
gular profile

50 x 90 rectangular profile

50 x 70 rectangular profile

50 x 50
rectangular
profile

60
50

10

10

Terrazza Pure width
90
70
50

50 x 50
rectangular
profile

GE width

Terrazza Pure depth

50 x 90 rectangular profile

50 x 70 rectangular profile

50 x 50
rectangular
profile

60
50

2 to 4-track on one side

50

w17 easy 4-track

w17 easy 3-track

w17 easy 2-track

GE width

Terrazza Pure depth

Terrazza Pure Glasoase®

w17 easy

2 to 4-track on one side,
2-track at the front
Terrazza Pure width
90
70
50

06

w17 easy 2-track

115

Terrazza Pure width

419

420

115

115

115

Terrazza Pure width

w17 easy 3-track
50 x 70 rectangular profile
50 x 90 rectangular profile

w17 easy 3-track
w17 easy 4-track

w17 easy 2-track

50 x 50
rectangular
profile

60
50

10

10

Terrazza Pure width
90
70
50

50 x 90 rectangular
profile

GE width

50 x 90 rectangular profile

w17 easy 4-track

Terrazza Pure depth

50 x 70 rectangular profile

50 x 50
rectangular
profile

60
50

w17 easy 3-track

w17 easy 2-track

GE width

2 to 4-track on one side,
3-track at the front

50 x 90 rectangular
profile

90

50 x 70 rectangular
profile

50 x 70 rectangular
profile

70

Terrazza Pure depth

Terrazza Pure Glasoase®
w17 easy

2 to 4-track on one side,
4-track at the front
Terrazza Pure width
90
70
50

115

Terrazza Pure width

w17 easy 4-track

Terrazza Pure Glasoase®
w17 easy
2 to 4-track on one side,
5-track at the front

2 to 4-track on one side,
2-5 at the front between posts

Terrazza Pure width
90
70
50

Terrazza Pure width
90
70

50 x 90 rectangular profile

50 x 50
rectangular
profile

50 x 70 rectangular profile

10
50 x 90 rectangular profile
w17 easy 4-track

60
50

50 x 70 rectangular profile
w17 easy 3-track

50 x 50
rectangular
profile

GE width

w17 easy 4-track

w17 easy 5-track

w17 easy 3-track

RV 100x50

w17 easy 2-track

CP 10x50

RV 100x50

w17 easy 2-track

Terrazza Pure depth

GE width
110
100

CP 10x50

06

w17 easy 2-track

115

115

Terrazza Pure depth

60
50

10

50

w17 easy 3-track
w17 easy 4-track
w17 easy 5-track

115
Terrazza Pure width
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115

GE width

Terrazza Pure width

421

Terrazza Pure Glasoase®
w17 easy
2 to 5-track at the front

Terrazza Pure depth

Terrazza Pure width

115

w17 easy 2-track
w17 easy 3-track
w17 easy 4-track
w17 easy 5-track

115

422

GE width

115

Terrazza Pure Glasoase®
w17 easy

w17 easy height

w17 easy
4-track

06

26

26

w17 easy height

w17 easy
3-track

w17 easy
2-track

2 to 4-track on one side, 115 x 50 mm
frame widener under roof support (retrofitting)

w17 easy
4-track

w17 easy
3-track

w17 easy
2-track

2 to 4-track on one side, 163 x 50 mm
frame widener under roof support (standard)

50

50

70

70

90

13

13

90

The appearance and technology of the side roof
support can change with
a partial wall connection.
Please ask for availability
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423

424
26

26

w17 easy height

50

70

90

110
w17 easy height

115

50
70
90

110

w17 easy
5-track

w17 easy
4-track

w17 easy
3-track

w17 easy
2-track

w17 easy
2-track

w17 easy
3-track

w17 easy
4-track

w17 easy
5-track

At the front between posts,
2 to 5-track

13

13

Terrazza Pure Glasoase®
w17 easy

At the front behind posts,
2 to 5-track

